Please avoid ALL unnecessary social contacts

Keep a distance of at least 1.5 m

There is a general ban on visiting refugee accommodation

What is OK?
– to go for a walk or to run with the family
– to buy fuel, food and medicines
– pick up food or have it delivered by restaurants
– to go to the doctor, bank or post office
– to go to work ( preferably not via public transport )

What is forbidden?
– to visit playgrounds, barbecues and golf places as well as sport and leisure facilities (skate park and so on..)
– to go for a walk or similar activities with more than 2 people who do not belong to the core family ( e.g. children + spouses are ok)

What is closed?
– restaurants, bars, clubs, discos, pubs and so on
– theatres, museums etc..
– fairs, exhibitions, leisure- and animal parks
– special markets
– game rooms (amusement arcades), casinos, betting shops etc..
– sport company, private sport facilities, swimming- und fun pools, fitness studios (Gyms)
– all retailers except groceries, pharmacy, gas stations

in urgent cases
buergerbuer0@taunusstein.de
06128-241-555